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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, August 10, 1970

LXXXXI No. 188

DEXTER MAN FATALLY SHOT HERE SUNDAY
County Man
Dies Sunday
Afternoon

MSU Regents Hear
Complaints From
Student Coalition

cpruc

No One Injured In
Accident On Sunday

Mrs. John Belt Eddie Hargrove Killed
Heads Adjuitis y Three Shotgun Blasts
Drive In Murray
•

Two persons, injured in accidents, were treated at the
Eddie Hargrove of Dexter H. Churchill was called to the
emergency room of the MurrayRoute One was fatally wounded scene of.the shooting, but the
Calloway County Hospital over
Sunday about 12:30 p.m., ac- Ledger & Times was unable to
the weekend according to Mrs. John H. Belt, of Murray, cording to Calloway County contact Churchill this morning as
Rice Hughes of Murray was hospital officials.
of
chairman
has been appointed
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
he was out of town.
claimed by death Sunday at 5:10
Phyllis Wiley of Murray Route the 1970 September fund-raising The shooting occurred at the
p.m. at the Westeran Baptist One was treated for a neck injury campaign of the Kentucky
home of Robert Chambers and Hargrove was a construction
rapport on campus, we believe it
Hospital, Paducah. He was KOon
By Dwain McIntosh
Friday at 8:10 p.m. She was Chapter of The Arthritis Foun- his brother near Donelson's worker on the new shopping
necessary for each group to
is
farmer
retired
a
and
age
of
years
Complaints of a lack of direct
reported to have been in a car dation, Richard M. O'Connell, Grocery in the old Faxon area in center being constructed on U. S.
know the thinking of the other,"
of the Kirksey community.
communication between the
president, has announced.
accident.
the northeast part of Calloway Highway 641 North. He was born
he said. "The proposals are sot
The deceased had been a
adthinistratiorand students at
"Arthritis has been the number
anyone's
meant to challenge
County.
in Calloway County July 9, 1945
Home,
Rest
Tucker
the
at
patient
Murray State University were
Sunday at 9:15 a.m. Mary one crippling disease problem Sheriff Steele said he and his and was the son of Walter
policies, decisions, or ideas, and
Mayfield, since October 1969. He
voiced to the board of regents
country
the
throughout
and
here
Thomas of 1508 Henry, Murray,
are submitted as proposals, not
deputy, Calton Morgan, an- Hargrove and Thelma Cilson
was born March 4, 1884 and his was
Friday as a major problem on the
treated for lacerations below for years." O'Connell said. "One swered a call made to them from Hargrove
as threats."
Lee
Robert
late
the
were
parents
campus.
the eyes and a laceration to the in every 11 people has it, which Donelson's Grocery and they
He was accompanied by two
Hughes and Alice Chunn Hughes.
lip after being reported injured in means there are 2,473 arthritis arrived at the scene of the Survivors are his parents, Mr.
Three representatives of the other Student Coalition members
His wife, Mrs. Mae Owens
victims in Calloway County.
an during his appearance before the
a car accident.
Coalition,
Student
and Mrs. Hargrove of Dexter
shooting at about one p.m.
Hughes, died in 1941.
"That's why the motto this
organization consisting of a board—Ruth Hernandez, a junior
they
said
the
found
body
Steele
Route One; two sisters, Mrs.
son,
one
by
survived
He is
year is "Do Something." The
cross-section of the student body, from Lexington, and .Jack
thirty
about
25,
age
Smith of 302 North 12th
Hargrove,
Shirley
of
Denton Hughes of Akron, Ohio,
pain and misery and disability
presented a list of 17 student Wilson, a senior from OwensbOro.
feet from the Chambers' home. Street, Murray,and Miss Tammy
several nieces and nephews.
and
arthritis inflicts on so many is
proposals during the quarterly
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
Steele said Hargrove had been Hargrove of Dexter Route One;
The funeral arrangements are
There is an
unnecessary.
meeting.
of Murray State, agreed that a
shot three times, in the stomach, five brothers, Jimmy Hargrove
I.
Pram lateraatkmal
incomplete, but friends may call
enormous gap between what
Terry Yates, a junior from communications gap exists. He
head, and shoulders, with a 12 Of Murray Route Three, Phillip
Funeral
Blalock-Coleman
the
at
done
about arthritis
could be
Mayfield and chairman of the said the bigness of the university
Hargrove of Murray Route Two,
gauge shotgun.
today
p.m
six
after
Home
today grid what is being done."
organization,described the list as as it has expanded to meet
•e•
-•
.11e
•.
t monay
• The sheriff said that Chambers Craig, Donnie, And Mark—
O'Connell said the Foundation
the "major gripes" of students., pressing academic demands has
Kentucky: Occasional rain or Chapter would call on everybody and his brother told them that Hargrov.o all of Dexter Route
He said it is not expected that all been a major factor in the
(frizzle and a few thundershowers in the community, individuals they had seen Jackie Boyd leave One.
the changes will be adopted.
problem. mainly central and east today and business firms, to help in the the scene of the shooting with a The body was brought to the
"But in the interest of a better The students were told that the
Funeral Home
end in southeast tonight and 1970 Arthritis Do Something gun in a car.
•Max H. Churchill
list should be submitted through
Tuesday. Mostly cloudy and not Drive, either through con- A warrant has been issued by where funeral services are
the student government in acmuch temperature change tributions of time or con- local law officials for the arrest of scheduled for Wednesday at one
university
with
cbrdance
Jackie Boyd, according to Sheriff p.m.
through Tuesday. Highs today tributions of money.
Mrs. Patricia Sue Stanley, age and Tuesday mid 70s to mid 80s.
procedure before the proposals
Steele.
Friends may call at the funeral
have given us hope
18, of Mayfield, sister of Mrs. Lows tonight mid 60s to mid 70s. "Scientists
County Coroner Max home.
can be considered for official
Calloway
that the day when we will
Louise Rickman of Murray, died
action.
triumph over this painful and
Friday at 6:30 p.m. at St. Joseph
Among the proposals on the list
disabling disease is not too far
Hospital in Memphis Tenn.
were a call for more black per"O'Connell promised.
away,
Extended Forecast
jobs,
campus
in
sonnel
Funeral services were held
But, he said financial help is
liberalization of dormitory rules,
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the -Byrn
needed now more than ever, and
abolition of mandatory ROTC,
By United Press International
Home, Mayfield, with
Funeral
is up to all of us to supply it.
it
for
Most Kentuckians want the more parking space, expansion of
-.•.xtended weather outlook
Bro. W. E. Wardlow of
through
Wednesday
schools to have more money and married housing, a trimester
Kentucky
Burial was in the
ficiating.
hardly anybody wants to pay for system,and more facilities on the
iriday:
.
LOST
NERVE GAS ROCKET—This Bethel Cemetery.
it". This is the conclusion that Dr. campus for the handicapped.
Thursday
and
Wednesday
is
those
M55
like
the
rocket,
Fair
Louisville
Kemper,
Raymond A.
Yates said the Student
husband,
her
are
Survivors
with a chance of thundershowers Steven L. Barnett of Murray
pollster arrived at after com- Coalition organized last spring, that hold dangerous U.S.
Lester Stanley; son, Harry
Friday. Warm days and mild has had his drivers license
pleting a study for the Kentucky expects to have 56 members in Army nerve gas stored
Spencer Stanley; father, Velon
Education Association.
the fall, with four representatives in Alabama and Kentucky. Wilson of Mayfield; grand- nights Wednesday through suspended for six months acThe
rockets
have
12,500
Friday with highs in the mid 80s cording to the list released by the
elected from each dormitory,
been kept in 418 steel and mothers, Mrs. Oma Wilson and to the low 90s and lows in the low Department of Public Safety to
In his poll most people indicated four from off-campus, and four
concrete "coffins," believed Mrs. Ellen Riley of Mayfield:, 60s to near 70.
the Traffic Safety Coordinating Dick Brown of Paducah, •Iiryan by sinking an eight foot
black students—with half the
they felt this way:
dangerous through deteri- eight brothers, Jackie, James,
walked off with his second Shrine putt. Bryan was six feet away
Committee.
representation to be members of oration. There is a big hue Lonnie, Larry, and Ned Wilson,
golf
Championship in two years and the position hinged on his
L. Eight in 10 feel teachers Greek social organizations.
-8tery over railroading them all of Mayfield. Charles of
at the Calloway sinking the putt. He made it to
yesterday
He said the organization wants to Sunny Point, N.C., for Columbus, Ohio, Bobby of East
should have a bigger share in
Country
Brown came in win the flight championship.
Club.
running the schools. (That would a statement by the board on each towing out into the Atlan- Chicago, ill., and Wade of Texas;
Consolation prizes went to H.
with
the 36 hole low
for
156
a
indicate support for KEA's
tic, to be sunk in the sea. three sisters, Mrs. Ramona
Coburn, also a repeater, K. Summers in the Shrine
G.
Throe)
score.
Pogo
on
(Continued
of "professional
program
Kemp and Mrs. Julia Wilson of
took second place with a 159. Division with John Shackelford
negotiations.")
Mayfield and Mrs. Riciunan of
Allen Toy of Henderson was third winning the consolation award in
2. A beginning college-trained
the Guest Division.
Murray.
with
159 on a coin flip.
a
or
group
particular
ethnic
By M. C. Garrott
teacher should begin at $7054.
The rainy, two-day affair was
took
Guest
Billington
the
Ted
that
out
religious
pointing
cult,"
An optimistic outlook for the
IThe median salary of beginning
by over 100 golfers and
attended
154
with
Mike
with
Championship
decade of the seventies has been today's society also is unwilling
teachers in 1969-70 was $5225.
the enthusiasm refused to be
withhold
an
recognition
from
to
given the 529 candidates for
3. Thirty-seven per cent feel
dampened by almost constant
Scoreboard on Sport Page
degrees at the summer coin_ individual just because of his
KEA has become too militant in
rain on Saturday.
Murray race, creed or color. ..
Holton taking second place with
its dealings with the state By United Press International come from Mayor Ronnie
Sunday was almost a carbon
On Sunday mencement exercises at
went
president
Morehead
The
157. Roy Cothran, with a 159, was copy of the first day's play with
Two trains under elaborate Thompson of Macon, Ga., who
State University.
Legislature.
the
although
to
on
that
emphasize
third.
4. Eighty per cent did not know safety measures begin rolling threatened to barricade the
J. D. Hendricks of Murray
it Max Walker won the Guest heavy rain Sunday morning and
what National Education Assn. through the South today with tracks outside Macon to stop Route Five was pronounced dead Dr. Adron Doran, president of present is an "age of ironies,"
heavy overcast skies for the
sanctions meant. (Sanctions are cargoes of potentially-deadly the train. and Florida Gov. on arrival at the Murray- Morehead State University and belongs to those living it, some of First Flight division with a 177 remainder of the day.
by
listed
he
saying:
which
Stated
Murray
,alimens of
With Cettris Beason coming In.labrift b1Yldn,TourTament
a declaration by the national nerve Jos _rackets.
atele
.mbo.,..ays -U3V CalloWRil--CQUattAdaspital. oa
Originating at Army arsena dumping of the gas in concrete Sunday at eight p.m. He had been the graduates that the decade —"We grant the 18-year old& second with a 181. Joe Dick won Manager, reported that everyone
asaecialTofifor industry and teachers at Anniston, Ala., and Rich- vaults at a point 282 miles off stricken ill while he and his wife ahead provides both "op- right to vote, to drive an third place.
was pleased with the second
because of a lack of public sup- mond, Ky., the trains are Cape Kennedy constitutes a were out for a drive in their car. portunity and incentive far those automobile, civil liberties under Possibly the most exciting part annual tournament. This year
to
responsibility
the
law
and
law,
the
the
individuals who under
port for education.)
of the tournament was the battle
hauling the deteriorating World potential danger to his state.
was nearly 100 per
bear arms, and then we tell him for winner of the Shrine First attendance
War H rockets to Sunny Point, Thompson withdrew his objec- Hendricks, age 53, was self distinguish themselves."
cent over last year.
keep
to
and
listen
to
down,
sit
to
for
salesman
auto
seeking
is
times
a
as
employed
our
in
"Society
Flight Division. Both Eddie
Crime in the United States which N.C., where they will be tions after
the
inspecting
He expressed his appreciation
Bryan of Nashville and Wayne to all those who aided in making
carries the uniform crime shipped far out in the Atlantic Army's safety measures at parts and supplies. He and his individuals for leadership roles his mouth shut."
wife, a the former Elizabeth whose vision and dedication —"We admit him to college, Doran finished the 36 hole play the affair
reports for 1969 has just been Ocean and dumped.
Anniston.
a success. "I parrequire him to take ROTC and with 177's. J. Anderson held down
released by the FBI.
The 46-car train at Anniston
The Army, contending some Erwin, were married November transcends their commitment to
ticularly want to express my
rules
Court
Supreme
the
the
of
member
then
h
parties."
a
was
He
special groups and
at of the tanks in storage have 72, 1943.
the 24-car train
the third position with a 180.
and
thanks to the Calloway Country
that he is exempt from Selective With the tie for first place in the
The report shows that population Richmond were to depart at begun to leak, said that time Cherry Corner Baptist Church said.
Club, its members and officers,
fthical
or
moral
has
he
if
Service
Ledge.
Moose
he•wen
society,"
Murray
the
and
"This
same
13
by
increased
1969
to
First Flight, a sudden death for turning over the entire club
from 1960
midmorning on their 37-hour, was a factor and the best
per cent while the crime rate up 600-mile trips • to the North method of disposing of the gas Survivors are his wile, Mrs. on, "is unwilling to assig objections to war."
playoff was held. Bryan took the
of
sums
great
invest
—"We
120 per cent.
Carolina seaport.
top honors on the fourth hole, (Continued on Page Three)
was to dump it in salt water, Elizabeth Erwin Hendricks of leadership to an individual jus
The Army has taken great which neutralizes it into harm- Murray Route Five; two sons, becuase he happens to belong to money, time and effort in winning the playoff 5 to 4.
Jimmy and Kerry Hendricks of certain political party, a definite( creating a laboratory - for Bryan, a long ball hitter was
the less acids.
Murder in 1969 employed a safety
precautions in
leadership training, and then we pitting his ability against Doran
number of weapons. Handguns "unlikely event" of gas leakage
The gas vaults are ta Murray Route Five; one sister,
permit revolutionaries to make a who excells with his putting.
were used in 51 per cent o*f the during the 35-mile-per-hour, beloaded into the hold of an old Mrs. Hugh(Lottie) Hurt,601 Vine
shambles out of the plant, Both bogied the number one
murders, rifles in six per cent, daylight-only trips, and said it World War II freighter and Street, Murray; one grandons.
program and the system." hole to stay even: On number two
shotguns in eight per cent, knives hoped the public would consider taken by the Navy and Coast Gregory Hendricks of Murray
—"We propose that a college is Doran went into a sand trap but
in twenty per cent, other weapons the trains "just another Guard out to sea, where the Route Five.
He was born March 26, 1916 in Two cars were involved in a an academic community of dhipped out nicely to par the hole.
such as clubs or poison seven freight."
freighter will be scuttled in
Galloway County and his parents collision Sunday at W10 p.m. on scholars as students and faculty Bryan got on the green easily and
percent, and personal weapons, One of the first towns on the 16,000 feet of water.
Mrs. Rosa Orr, age 93, passed
were D. S. Hendricks and Molly U. S. Highway 641 South in front and then see them resort to the also parred.
hands, fists, feet, eight per cent. route of the Anniston train was
of the Phillips 66 Service Station, law of the jungles to get their Both Bryan and Doran again away Sunday at two p.m. at the
Wall Hendricks.
mayor,
Tallapoosa, Ga., whose
Funeral arrangements ;ire according to the report filed by way."
went down the middle on number Convalescent Division of the
The total dollar loss in burglary E. L. Laminick, said, "I feel
—"Parents deliver their sons three and both purred the hold. Murray -Calloway County
incomplete, but friends may ill the investigating officers of the
in 1969 amounted to over $620 it's safe, or they wouldn't pull
at the Blalock-Coleman Fun'ii Murray Police Department. No and daughters to the campus with On number four the tension Hospital. She was the wife of the
million
it through here." Laminick
instructions to the University to rose as Doran put pressure on Late Claude Orr.
Home after six p.m. ti .‘ injuries were reported.
said, however, he had posted
Cars involved were a 1968 Ford make them study, learn and
Survivors are one daughter,
(Monday).
Last year 3,812,000 thefts were police guards at rail crossings
Galaxie driven by Hillinan I.. behave when the home and the
Mrs. Notie Miller of Hazel; one
reported to police with the total "just to keep the cars and
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyons of Evansville, Inel., and a school have not done so for the
son, Doris Orr of Bruceton,
Phillip Bell of Alin° Route One
people vack."
loss over $420 million.
THREE CITED 4/4
: 1970 Pontiac Bonneville owned hl past 12 years"
Tenn.; four grandsons, Cy Miller,
Pilot trains and helicopters was destroyed by fire on Sunday
Three persons were cited idy Eva Prosser and *wen by Despite these and other ironies,
Gene Miller, Don Orr, and Dick
Since 1%0 purse snatching has preceded the trains and caged night about ten o'clock.
the Murray Police Department James A. Lynch of Rolite Three, Dr. Doran, a native of adjacent
On: nine great grandchildren
risen 284 per cent, shoplifting 174 white rabbits, called "moniGraves County, urged that the Lou Doran will be the hostess Funeral services were held
Reports are t4.at belt was at over the weekend. They were for Shelbyville, ni.
per cent, and thefts of personal tors" by the Army, were placed
public drunkenness, assault and Thepolfce report said both cars past be defined' as a time for
for the regular ladies day golf to today at 230 at the Hazel Baptist
property from automobiles 129 aboard the trains to detect any work and his wife was at a
battery, and reckless driving. were going north on 641 South those Who lived," and the present
be held at the Calloway County Church with Rev. B. R. Winleakage of the odorless gas, friend's house when the fire
per cent.
When Lynch, in the right lane, as "a time for us."
Country
Club on Wednesday, chester officiating.
which can kill a person within occurred. All the contents of the
OAKS GOLF
started to make a left turn at the "What we do with the time August 12, with tee off time at Pallbearers were Dick Orr,
In 19410 female arrests increased five to 10 minutes. Additionally, house were reported destroyed
the
Beverly Spann will be
service station and struck the allotted to us will determine the nine a.m.
Gene Miller, Johnny Miller,
12 per cent and male arrests were disaster teams aboard the by fire
ladies day Lyons car which was in the left status and welfare of succeeding
Ricky Orr, Larry Orr, and
Members
are
asked
versons wishing to donate hostess for the regular
trains were carrying antidotes
to
up 4 per cent
form
the Oaks lane. Both cars had been moved generations when their times will their own foursome
or pairings Holland Jones.
for the gas—drugs callgd items to the family may leave golf to be held at
Wednesday.
have come," he said.
When the police arrived.
Burial was in the Oak Grove
will be made at the tee.
2 PAM 'thrift, at the home of Walter' Country Club on
Eighty six law enforcement of- tropine and No
time will be at Damage to the Ford was on the Honorary doctor of laws The ladies day
Cemetery with the arrangements
be
will
luncheon
Puckett' on Murray Route Three August 12. Tee off
ficers were murdered in 1969. chloride.
pairings will be right front and side and to the degrees where conferred upon served with Mrs
Virgil Harris as by the Miller Funeral Home of
Normally this ran about 53 a year The most strenuous objec- or Eddie Johnstott on • Dexter nine a.m and
tee
the
at
made
Pontiac on the left side
Hazel.
\dtiring the 60's
tions to the shipments have Route One
(Continued on Page Three) chairman of the hostesses.
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Ten Years Ago Toddy

Bound Students
Are Honored

LIONS SPEAKER-Em. Aude McKee, minister of the West
Murray Church of chrtst, was guest speaker at the regular
meeting of the Mayfield Lions Club. He spoke on "Indespensible
Convictions" as related to the problems of American society and
Its`solutions. lie gave three'main principles as prerequisites of
social programs: Confidence in the fact of God, Bible as
la
Word of God,and Respect for authority.

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

The contract offered by the Murray Manufacturing CoMpany to
its employees was accepted yesterday in a meeting held by the
union at the Calloway County Court House. Operations will
resume at the plant tomorrow.
Deaths reported are Edd Ellis, age 67, and Mrs. Jim Adams,
age 66.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley are the parents of a girl born last
week at the Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson of Hazel- and Mr .and Mrs.
Harold Fleischman of Nashville. Tenn., will leave Saturday for an
extended tour of the west.

Dual awards-male and female- were given in three categories,
and a single award was presented
to the outstanding "bridge"
student, a spring high school
graduate who is making the
transition into college studies
during the summer. Awards
were:
Best personality--Mahlon
Thomas of Bardwell, a senior at
arlisle County High School; and
Brenda Stone of LaCenter, a
jtftnor at Ballard Memorial High
School.
Most improved student-Randy
Hoffman of Bardwell a junior at
Carlisle County; and Earline
Shelton of Mayfield, a junior at
Mayfield High Scheel,

TO RE CONTINUED—Progress of the cereal story unfolding in Washington finds
Dr. Frederick J. Stare,
chairman of Harvard's
Nutrition Department, before the Senate Commerce
Committee's Consumer
Outstanding Upward Bound Subcommittee, where he
student-James A. Foreman of denounced a critical ratPaducah, a junior at Paducah ing of breakfast cereals as
Tilghman High School; and Ann "absolutely meaningless."
Hall of Calvert City', a senior at Dr. Stare said a breakfast
built around cereal and
North Marshall High School.
Outstanding bridge student- milk is better for most
Dorothy Westbrook of Hickman, people than bacon and eggs.
a spring graduate of Fulton
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
STUDENT LICKF''E-Jerry Griffith of Lynnville is pictured County High School.
left with his flight instructor, Billy Pain, at the Calloway County
They wea_.selected _for _the
Airporl. Griffith, a'giaduate OfloIniTily State University in Mt awards by members of the
and presently a local dairy farmers recently soloed eta faculty and staff of Upward
Miss Charlene-Orr has accepted a position as instructor in'
receiving flying lessons at Kyle Field, the Calloway County Bound, a program financed
physical education at the Wirislow High School at Winslow,
jointly by the federal government
Airport.
Arizona. "•
and the university.
Calloway farmers will attend the annual field day meeting of
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean of
the Western Kentucky Experminent Station at Princeton today
the School of Education at
and tomorrow.
Murray State, was the featured
((P1).
George Ed Overbey of Murray was appointed to a district
speaker at the banquet honoring TheSASKATOON, Sask.
first medical information
committee for the public relations campaign at the meeting of the
the 110 students involved in the service
of its kind in Canada,
First District lawyers held at Kentucky Darn Village Sta
program. He urged each student "Dial
Access," has been esMiss Bobbie Sue Orr, daughter of Mrs. Laverne ç, was
in the audience of the ballroom of tablished in
Regina and will
married to Eugene Allbritten, son of Mr. and Mrh. Rudy
the Waterfield Student Union soon be
operating in Saskatoor
Allbritten, on August 4,
to
be
campus
not
Building on the
reports, the University of Sag
BY
a ''Humpty-Dumpty."
katche wan,
"Sitting around on the wall is
alLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
riot the way to achievement," he
Dial Access is a telephone
said. "Be decisive and make tape systrin"whieh enables- phy..-14
irs
torn
states
had
that
13
plete
but
By RA
decisions with a goal in life-but sicians to obtain the latest
LAKE OZARK, Mo. (UPI)- raised taxes in one or more of-most important, have a plan to medical information by simply
State governors are ready to six major • 'fields of state direct you."
calling in and asking for a
make their annual plea for taxation this year.
He congratulated the group on particular tape.
argue
that
By his light-I walked through darkness.-Job 29:3.
governors
The
money from the federal treasuthe successful completion of the
The tape library, open 24
Some of us neglect the light that is available, God is anxious to ry without Congress telling the they need money not ear- program and called it a founhours a day, contains messages
talk to us.
marked for special programs dation for "an educational life from four-to-six minutes in
states how it must be spent.
Five years have elapsed since but for general state budget that will open many new doors in length on more than 300
requirements. Nixon's budget days ahead."
topics. The taped messages
explosion at Searcy, Ark., killed the National Governors' Conference first endorsed the "rev- message contained only $275 Most of the students in the were obtained from the UniThe Almanac
53 persons.
million to start revenue sharing Upward Bound program are in versity of Wisconsin, where a
A thought for-- the day: enue sharing" idea. It has been
By United Press International
without strings this fiscal year the 15-18 age group. Jim Biggs of Dial Access service has been
Nixon
President
year
since
a
Today is Monday, Aug. 10,- Novelist Dorothy Fisher said,
but promised $4 billion after Murray is the director of the operating for four years.
sharrevenue
recommended
a
the 222nd day of 1970 with 143 "A mother is not a person to
four years.
program and James Calloway of
fhe 'Messages deal with
lean on, but a person to make ing formula as part of his "new
to follow.
In a June 24 memo to senior Paducah, a teacher at Brazelton emergency conditions, includpackage
of
bills.
federalism"
The moon is in its first leaning unnecessary."
sthe ing poisoning and areas in
Four months ago, the Gover- administration officials, the Junior High School, is,
quarter.
president repeated his support assistant director. Both. rren which there have been new
Conference,
now
holding
nors'
Mars
stars
are
The morning
its annual meetings, asked the for the plan.
have been with Upward Round developments. The university
and Saturn.
ODDS DROP SUDDENLY
-"Revenue sharing is the two summers.
of Saskatchewan said recomHouse
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and
Mean
The evening stars are Mercu- STATELINE, Nev. (UPI)mendations on diagnosis and
financial heart of the new
Committees
to
Senate
Finance
Jupiter.
apparently
didn't
and
Venus
who
ry,
Two men
treatment were also included.
federalism," he said.
comhold
hearings.
These
escaped.
Guess
and
them,
she
On this date in history:
like the odds at the gambling
The new service makes it
They attempted to swim the bay
In 1776 a committee of tables walked out of Barney's mittees have held no hearings;
possible
for the province's
heard
on
thought
they
Senate
Subcommittee
the
when they
Franklin, John Club Friday with $64,000.
Benjamin
most remote communities to
behind
them.
man
Intergovernmental
Relations.
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Jefferson
Adams and Thomas
The Intruder was described as obtain immediate information
suggested the United States They left three employes which can offer only advice,
5-9, with blonde hair, and on the most recent advances in
about
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but
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not
adopt "E Pluribus Unum" as locked in the Casino's vault,
nnedicine. mid to late 20s.
his
In
which they had cleaned out a yet issued a report.
the motto for its great seal.
The governors' conference
In tail enicago, with a gunpoint. two cashiers and a
population of about 200, was security guard were handcuffed also has published a booklet to
GRAND RIVERS, Ky., Aug. 8
together with their mouths help the states sell the idea to
incorporated as a village.
-Kentucky State Police revoters.
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In 1943, President Roosevelt
ported there were no new deChannel 4
Mean& 5
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and Prime Minister Churchill Witnesses said the two men
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FRANKFORT, Ky.Occasionally our mail includes
letters from disgruntled young
By ISABFILF HALL
men who claim they have been
WASHINGTON ( UPI -Posterroneously classified because of
master General Winton M
the personal feelings of a local Blount says he is dissatisfied
board member, and the influence with the method used in
the
that person had on the other
new postal reform bill to set
members of the board.
the price of stamps, and feels
We can understand why a
the bill should be changed in at
become
might
registrant
two other major areas.
least
dissatisfied when a local board
Blount
maintained
public
desired
him
a
give
not
does
silence about his reservations
classification. That fact is inuntil the bill was safely past
sufficient reason to say he has Congress. He said
in an
by
treatment
unfair
given
been
interview with UPI that he was
his local board. To our satisfied with the bill in general
knowledge, malice in the process
and felt Congress would repair
of classification of any registrant
Its faults once members recovhas never been proven upon full
er from "the whole traumatic
investigation. We suspect the
experience of postal reform.
unhappiness has been generated
by the fine line of judgement
shown by board members in their
Blount Reveals Flaws
official meetings.
bill,
now
awaiting
The
As we have told so many young
President Nixon's signature,
men and other persons interested
would remove the Post Office
in deferments, it is most ImDepartment
from the control of
portant that files be fully
documented since classification Congress and set up an
independent corporation with an
is based on case documentation
appointed board of governors
The Selective Service Law
and a rate making commission.
provides for a timely appeal from
Blount also said:
the local board classification. I
-The
salary ceiling of $60,000
there is a dissenting vote on the
per year for the new director of
Appeal Board, the registrant has
the postal service is too low. He
the right to make a Presidential
said
the chief executive of a $10
"
Appeal.
- mind our billion a year corporation-such
We would like tif-rivr
as the Post Office-would be
readers many-occupational
paid 8200,000 or more annually.
deferments are now being phased
"It's silly to say that you won't
Jut pursuant to Executive Order
pay for management capabili11527. The same Executive Order
ty."
precludes-any registrant for
,
is.the sate commission that
us'ittess request for a INraised the strongest objection
A deferment is received or
•
postmarked on April 23, 1970 or from
The five-man commission is
later for being considered for
appointed by the President, but
such deferment on basis of
is
not subject to Senate
paternity alone.
confirmation. Blount said the
only recourse the public would
Q. I married in December,
have
if it felt rates were unfair
1969. I became 18 years old on
would be to appeal to the U.S.
June 28, 1970 and registered for
Court of ppeals for the District
the draft. At the time of
Columbia, as is the case with
of
furnished
registration,
I
all government regulatory genverification of marriage and
cies.
documentary proof of a stepchild
Only GM WW Be Larger
with whom a bona fide family "Now
the postal lobbies will
relationship is maintained in my
be. able to concentrate on just
home. The woman at the draft
five commissioners where the!,
board told me that the local board have
been lobbying all 515
could not consider me for a father members of
congress," he said.
deferment as information o
"We've got to focus public
nuirriage and proof of a stepchild
attention on this (Flaw I.. put it
with a bona fide relationship in
in a fishbowl."
my home had not been furnished
As for his complaint about
prior to April 23, 1970. My the low salary of the director,
question is, is the woman at the
Blount noted that only one U.S.
draft board correct?
corporation will have more
A. Yes, even though your 18th
employes than
postal
the
birthday occured 2 months and 5
service's 750,000man forcedays after the issuance o
General Motors.
Executive Order 11527 your local
board may not consider you for a
paternity deferment.
Q. Is it true that the Selective
Service Number has been
replaced by the Social Security
Number?
A. No, there has been no
change in the issuance of
Selective Service Numbers. On * Today thru Tues.
July 1, 1969, the Social Security
Number replaced the Military
Ashore orafloat,
Service Number.
they're rocking
Q. Following roll call by the
Clerk of the draft board, I left the
the boat I
local board office to board the bus
for the examining station. I
tripped on the curb and sprained
my ankle. This required
emergency treatment at the
hospital. Is there any way to
receive reimbursement for
doctor and hospital expenses? If
so, how much will be paid?
WORSE PCMERS SILVERS
A.
The Selective Service
System has funds available for
TECHNICOLOR' aurfc,
payment of emergency doctor
and hospital expenses incurred
by the registrant while acting Features: 1, 7 &
9:10
under orders issued by or under
authority of Selective Service
Reimbursement will be made for
all actual and reasonable ex.
penses incurred fot emergency
'doctor and hospital care.
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Golf Medal
Oakland Sweeps Doubleheader Junior
Play Meei Planned
From Twins; Angels Beat Sox At Calloway Club

Shrine Tourney
Scoreboard

Landry Faced With Difficult
Decision—Selecting His QB

shrine Champiaesisip
76-80-156
A medal play tournament f Brown,R.
79-85-164
junior golfers of the Calloway Lindsey, A.
80-85-165
-Caton,
Mc
R.
held
be
to a 10-3 halftime lead,
By NEIL HERSHBERG
California Angels beat Cbicago but lost the second 6-1, San County Country Club will
By VITO STELLINO
tight end Bob Klein and
Toy, A.
88-79-159
hasapieting & of 1,1 sa.--:s for 77
13.
Adgust
Thursday;
4-2,
Writer
Sports
Atlanta
UPI
to move within seven games of ego nipped
over from six inches
UPI Sports Writer
82-85-167
Staubach took over in plunged
The golfers will be divided in • Robinson, D.
Coach Tom Landry is faced yards.
Don Mincher really didn't the Twins and the As are eight Montreal beat St. Louis 7-6 but
for third-quarter touchdowns as
83-88-171
E.
Cooper,
71
for
ran
and
half
under;
second
the
games back.
lost the second game 4-0, three age groups: 11 and
want to admit it.
83-87-170 with a difficult decision - yards Mastic tries, including a the Barns broke open a tight
Congdon, H.
first-string quartera
Other Baseball Action
selecting
Pittsburgh beat New York 8-3, 12 and 13 and 14-17.
against Cleveland.
But he couldn't quite deny
84-79-163
four-yard roll-out for a third game
A trophy potluck dinner will be Lassiter, James
back.
In other games, California Houston beat San Francisco 7-5
there was something special
Jet quarterbacks Al Woodall
86-95-181
R.
Wiggins,
touchdown.
for
6:30
at
quarter
held Thursday evening
The arm of acraig Morton
Parilli, getting their
about collecting two homers End beat Chicago twice 5-0 and 6-3, in 10 innings, then lost the
starting call on and Babe
the golfers and their families. Lester, S.
and the legs of Roger Staubach Who'll get the
place of a missing
in
driving in six Nab, Sunday in New York topped Baltimore 6-4 second game 6-1, and Los
chance
Trophies will be presented to the
carried his Dallas Cowboys to a Sept. 20 in the season opener Joe Nemeth, passed the Jets to
the Oakland As Illitibleheader in 11 innings but lost the second Angeles swept a doubleheader
Philadelphia
age
the
each
against
in
top three golfers
League
sweep before the largest crowd game in 11 innings, 12-9, from Cincinnati 73-and 13-3.
a convincing win over the i3Ws.
86-86-172 20-10 National Football
S.
Lester,
San Eagles? That poses one of the
the
over
win
exhibition
Milwaukee edged Kansas City California took advantage of group.
The Packers, down 31-10
of the season in Minnesota.
86-85-171
Swisher , Mr
pro
of
questins
in
interestino
not
is
who
golfer
more
junior
Any
Diego Chargers Saturday night.
When the former Twin was 4-2, Boston topped Detroit 7-4 the Oakland sweep by winning
early in the third quarter,
as
Carroll,
T.
to
wishes
style.
and
1970
football,
lineup
the following
When Don Meredith retired
asked if there was extra and Washington beat Cleveland, two from Chicago to remain in
struck behind the passing
87-86-17
other Games
play can be paired at the tee. Wilburn, Leslie
season, Morton
1969
the
to
prior
of Don Horn to
satisfaction in beating his old 73, then lost the second game, the West race. Clyde Wright
combination
88-82-170
the Quertermous,Dr
In other football action, Los
and Mel Queen combined on a Those who can not attend
teammates, he smiled, "I can't 6-3.
88-94-182 received the starting assign- Angeles defeated Cleveland 30- Jack Clancy-to salvage the tie.
Roberts, D.
Sullivan
Mrs.
call
should
tourney
say that, but anytime you hit In the National League, three-hitter to win the first
88-94-182 ment after serving a four-year 17, Cincinnati beat Washington The Giants had mounted their
Sanders, A.C.
or Mrs. Shuffett.
73
lead with the help of a
two homers and drive in six Chicago beat Philadelphia 4-1 game. In the second, Bill Voss,
79-81-160 apprenticeship. He showed
Willard, F.
Boys 14-17 (18 holes)
in 27-12, Chicago downed Houston spectacular 95-yard touchdown
accuracy
passing
cent
per
Torn Egan and winning pitcher
40,000
of
front
in
runs
76-83-159
Coburn,G.
Bruce
Oaktrounced
Robinson,
Baltimore
23-13,
9:00
-Larry
Tom Murphy walked with the
the early going, but suffered a
screaming people there is a
run on a pass interception by
----bases loaded in the second Scott, Tommy Kellar and Johnny
shoulder separation that pla- land 33-21, Kansas City tamed rookie linebacker Jim Files.
certain amount of satisfaction."
Flight
First
Shrine
Detroit. 30-17, the New York
inning to give the Angels a 3-0 Hewitt.
Mincher was 2-for-3 in each
Doug Watt raced 50 yards
89-88-177 gued his effectiveness the Jets defeated the Buffalo Bills
Doran, W.
Boys 12-13 (18 holes)
season.
the
of
margin.
remainder
and
3-0
by
won
A's
a recovered fumble in the
with
game as the
93-89-182
Lester
Wilburn,
Robbie
and
Giants
9:05-Tony Boone,
Staubach, known primarily for 13-10, the New York
seconds to give New
final
6-3 margins to keep the Twins
Endurance Test
Hibbard, Wes Furgerson.
areen Bay played to a 31-31 tie,
from making a runaway of the
Baltimore maintained its eh:94-90-184 his scrambling, is giving every New Orleans edged Minnesota Orleans the win over Minnesota
9:10-Andy Littleton, John Wilson,S.
Football Hall
Western Division race. The
94-86-180 indication he will challenge 14-13
game lead over New York by McCage, Jay Kennedy, Daivid Anderson,J.
downed in the annual Pro
Miami
and
assigngame.
Fame
of
splitting a doubleheader with Frank.
95-96-191 Morton for the starting
Stanley, W.
Pittsburgh 16-10.
Cecil Turner returned a punt
99-90-189 ment.
the Yanks. Roy White tied the
9:15-Mark Thurman, Mike Persall, J.
The world champion Chiefs,
HILL, Mass.
CHESTNUT
yards for one touchdown and
66
100-99-199
first game with a two-out single Alexander, Lee Stewart, Sam Blackwell, J.
halftime
deficit,
3-0
a
by
stung
Battle For Starting Role
serve
Rod's
(UPI)-"When
101-94-195 Staubach, a Heisman Trophy fired back in the second half on southpaw quarterback Bobby
in the ninth and won it with his Smith.
Brown,
M.
goes, his game goes too."
15th homer in the 11th. The
101-79-198 winner out of the Naval touchdown interceptions by Jim Douglass passed to newcomer
Boys 11 and under (18 holes) Roberts, C.
Those were the words of Yanks also tied the second
101-102-203 Academy whose pro career was Marsalis, Jerry Mays and wcraig Bainham 29 yards for
Ryan,L.
Gary
Oakley,
9:20-Jeff
Tony Roche, 25, the Australian game in the ninth -this time
another to give the revamped
103-113-216
Sullivan, Andy Ryan, Brent Moran,E.
delayed while he served his emrnitt Thomas in manhandling
who is the new U.S. professionChicago Bears the win over
104-105-209 four-year Navy duty, lacks the he Lions.
Wallace, W.
on Jerry Kenney's run-scoring Austin.
champion-and he
104 experience Morton can claim
BENTON, Ky. - The 4th An- al tennis
single. But Baltimore won it in 9:21.-Jay Wyatt, Randy Orr, Spann,G.
veteran Earl Morrell Houston.
Aging
should know.
The Miami Dolphins gave
nual Benton Ladies Goif
104-99-203 from watching Meredith from took over for three youngsters
the llth with a three-run rally
Schreiner, H.
Roche was speaking of Rod started by Don Buford's run- David Kennedy, Bryan Warner.
new head coach Don Shute a
tional Tournament, a one-day,
104-109-213 the sidelinesAppel,P.
fourthof
pair
a
directed
and
Hibbard,
9:30-Mike
David'
18-hole event, will be held Thee- Laver, the acknowledged king scoring single.
91-86-177 Morton and Staubach both quarter touchdowns drives to winning debut with a victory
Stripling, Brad Boone,John Hart. Bryan,E.
day at Benton Golf and Country of the tennis world whom
Baltimore used six pitchers in 9:35-Lynn Sullivan, Nick Way-nick, C.
95-95-190 excelled in their 1970 debut give the Colts a tough Vin_s)ver over the punchless Pittsburgh
Roche beat in Sunday's finals, the first game and New York
Club here.
97-100-197 gainst the chargers. Each the Raiders.
Bates, J.
• Steelers. The Dolphins ustal a
Howard
.Boone.—
Hibbard,
Some 80 entrants from 12 sur- 3-6, 6-4, 1-6, 6-2, 6-2, to win .the came back with eight in ,the
10-yard touchdown burst by
Stars
Gabriel
Bill
-Greg
Cohoon,
9:40
the
uided
Cowboys' potent
rounding clubs have accepted $12,000 first prize.
fullback tarry Csonka ited:""
second game. The two-game, iVilson,_-Boli Thurman, Greg
Guelt_Championship
Most
r
die
Gabriel,
ROplan
offensive attat1C-4n their:reinvitations for the tourney,
Roche went into tbe_clubtotal of 21 tied an AL 3arlancI- • 76- spective styles -for a half.
Billington,T.-- - - Valuable Player in the NFL three field 'goals to sink tiw
- which lectures five corapetitiki -house...16r .a..Mheriiamte- -besets two-team
Steelers.
78Harris, V. Girls -14-17 (9 holes)
flighte diainPionsh111rit, sec- following the third set, down record.
_Marton carried the • Cowboys--last-season, passed 37 kards to
Defense backs lamer Parrish
80-77-157
—
M.
Holten,
ond, third and'fourth
9:ea-4an _'Shuffett,' Cathy
two sets-ta one, and few in
Sandy Durko gave the
and
81-77-158
L.
Quertermous,
Mary Jane Harris of Paducah overflow crowd of 5,000 at the
Kitchell, Gay Crass, Beth
Bengals their first win in new
82-84-166
Hibbard, B.
will retUrn to defend her 1963
Wilson.
Longwood Cricket Club expectRiverfront stadium. They capi82,83-165
title. Tee-off time for the first
9:50-Beverly Parker, Ellen Doss, B.
ed Roche to last beyond the (Continued From Page 1)
on a Washington fumble
talized
82-77-159
foursome is 8 a.m.
R.
Cothran,
4ttertermous, Debbie Landoll.
fourth set, let alone win.
and an interception to score.
The tee-off times are.
83-78-161
Poore,T.
the student
to
on
pass
to
proposal
(6
12-13
holes)
Girls
Laver, who had won four
SOD—Jessie Hutchens. Jerkier Ran.
83-88-171
through dormitory bulletin
9:55-Sharon Fandrich, Tonya Cahoon, V.
soon. guldens Robinson. Anna 11,
straight U.S. pro titles and five body
85-81-166
Attains.
Stewart, C.
boards, the campus newspaper 2.arroll, Linda Ransom.
B 10.---Sue Husher, Mary Colburn.
of the last six, is especially
86-80-166
means of com- 10:00-Lynn Hewitt, Donna ike, B.
other
and
2 games ahead of New York
/
'31
aleene Carpenter. Mona Phrdom
By STU CAMEN
Few
tough when he is ahead.
30--Dalsy Hines. SD Sherwood.
86-80-166
N. .
Ryan,
munication.
Writer
Sports
the East Division. Sthrgell
in
UPI
Ann &erten. Virginia Howard
Lee
Boone.
Knight,
Ann
opponents come from behind to
30---Judy Platt, Sue Ann Ringo.
88-74-162
Move over Dizzy and Paul. has a career batting average of
Girls 11 and under (3 holes) Swisher, B.
Mary Brady. Bobbie Garrieon
the 5-foot-9, 150-pound Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
defeat
88-87-175 Here come Gaylord and Jim. .328 against the Mets and .270
11:40--trene Chitwood, tvalyn Latta,
10:05-Nan Shuffett, Alyson Morris, G.
Betty CaldwelL Gini Violet
redhead.
vice-president for administrative
a9-74-162 The Dean brothers, Dizzy and against the rest of the league.
B.
Billington,
11:110--Effie Phillips. Mai7 Holland,
Tammy
Boone,
Mary
Holt,
But Roche, seven years affairs submitted a report during
Bobbie Davis. Betty Hinton.
89-88-177
L.
Slusrneyer,
Paul, gained a place in the Los Angeles' double victory
SOS—Helen Wham, Virginia
younger than Laver, did it the meeting on the progress of Littleton.
Swift. Rosie Atkins. Hilda Swisher
so record books as baseball's best over Cincinnati cut the DodgPayne, J.
10:10-Gwen
Purdom,
9:10—Jo
Burger. Sue
Brown.
32nd
Layer's
spoiling
Sunday,
campus construction projects.
Nancy Fandrich. Hilda Jackson.
brother pitching duo when they ers' deficit in the West from 14
S.
9-20—Evelyn Jones. Jeanie Brien.
birthday and picking up his He listed these probable SAustin, Laurie Crass, Gay
90-87-177 combined for 49- victories for games to 12. Ted Sizemore
Payne, J.
rwa smite. Betty La Blanc,
PM—Grace Jason. Prase.' Walota._ Isi4gest paycheck as a pro.
completion dates for projects Alexander.
90-91-181 the 1934 St. Louis Cardinals.
drove in three runs in each AKRON, Ohio (UPI'-.-Pk
adotts-tdmery, ratherine Breaks.
A.
10:15-Becky West, Ann Metzger, J.
do so, however, Roche got now under construction:
-•
PAO—Betty Purdcon, Ruth Spur.
90-78-168 The Perry brothers, Gaylord game as Los Angeles rapped Beard found out Sunday' hbieto
Lassiter, Jiggs
lock. Dutch Bryant. Siesnor Griffin.
Leana
Dick,
Gregary,
Marlene
Laver
from
assist
big
a
-Regents Hall, a $2.38
li:30.--Maxior Miller. Naar, Necks!.
91-89-180 of San Francisco and Jim of out a total of 35 hits, 20 of them remove a lump from his throat.
McCage, J.
&Wens Holland. Mollie Jones.
himself, .whose game fell apart million 10-story dormitory to Farrell.
88-93-181 Minnesota, are within reach of in the second contest.
10,00—Jerlene Sullivan. Jane BrodCooley,H.
He sank a 20-foot putt to save
in the last two sets.
iec, liliseheth Gowler, Mabel Rogers
house 396 women, early October.
87-89-176 the Dean boys' mark if they The Cubs fell another half par on the first hole of the final
Davis, B.
111-10--Mary Jane Harris, Norma
serve
Layer's
broke
Roche
$2.78
a
-Classroom building,
Smith, Marge Coakley. Venela Sexton
80-81-161 continue at their current pace. game back in the East and now
Walker, J.
20--Wanda Mullin/Lt, Virgie WLI
10.
round in the $50,000 American
five straight times and six million 7-story building for
ann. Violet Cummins. Carol Hibbard
Jim leads all American League trail Pittsburgh by six games Golf Classic and that seemed to
times altogether in those two classroom space for f- ive
Guest First Flight
pitchers with 17 victories while as Barry Lersch of the Phils do the trick.
(Continued From Page i)
sets. Laver had lost only two departments, mid-October.
92-97-189 Gaylord posted No. 16 Sunday stopped them in the nightcap on
Haverstock, E
From then on it was downhill
service games in winning nine -Fine arts addition, a $4.55
92435-177 with an eight-hit, 6-1 triumph eight hits. Winning pitcher Milt
Walker. M
for Beard, as he pocketed the
straight sets in reaching the million project equal to the height facilities to the Murray Shrine
93-93-186 over Houston in the second Pappas tripled and scored the
Dick, J
$30,000 first prize money for his
finals of the tournament for the of an 11-story building, fall Club for these two days'',
93-98-191 game of a doubleheader. The deciding run in the eighth in the
Boone, J
total over the 7,180-yard
276
eighth straight years.
Robinson said.
semester of 1971.
93-89-181 Astres beat the Giants in the Cubs' opening game victory.
Benson. C.
Firestone Country Club coursd,
The Murray Shrine Club used Sexton, C
"I lost my rhythm," Laver -General services building, a $1.2
95-100-195 opener, 7-2. in 10-innings.
Rookie Jerry Reuss tossed two shots better than Jack
to all tennis million building for printing, the entire physical plant of the
ONTARIO, Calif. ( UP!)- said. "It happens
96-91-187 While every victory notched two-hitter to help St. Louis gain
Ellis, M. C.
Nicklaus, Tommy Aaron and
sometimes."
the
players
cenfor
warehousing,
Calloway
Club
Country
purchasing,
97-94-191 by
Former Indianapolis champion
Russell, B.
Jim
moves Minnesota its split with Montreal. The Bruce Crampton.
the
business
annual
in
other
dinner
event,
a
and
with
stores
tral
comedian
and
97-103-200
Bobby Unser
Fairchild, G.
another step closer to the only hits off Reuss, who evened
"I guess if anything won the
club house Saturday evening and
purposes, February of 1971.
97-105-202 American League's West Divi- his record at 4-4, were singles
Dick Smothers teamed Sunday
Watson, J.
tournament for me," Beard
a
dance
a
complex,
letic
Saturday
night.
-Academic-ath
98-99-197 sion title, the only thing by Rusty Staub in the fourth
Lawson,T
to win the Pro-Aam Celebrity
said, "it was that putt on the
One highlight of the Shrine
$5.2 million project including a
99-100-199 Gaylord gains when he pitches and John Bateman in the
Race over the Ontario Motor
Stalls, B.
first hole. It took , what was
twelve
event
the
Int.
was
of
fall
of
presence
stadium,
football
new
100-95-195 is possibly a fatter contract for seventh. In the opener, Bobby
Speedway's 3.19-mile road
Fulton, H.
getting to be a pretty big lump
golfers from Nashville, Tenboard
the
other
action,
In
100-97-197 next season. The
course.
double, out of my throat."
bases-loaded
Jones,T.
Giants, Wine's
are
of
nessee,
all
whom
summer
529
of
approved the list
101-106-207 trailing first place Cincinnati by climaxed a four-run seventh
Steely, H.
A crowd of 10,891 turned out (Continued From Page 1)
Beard hit his tee shot into the
graduates, appointed three new associated with the country Moody, K
104-102-206 20 games in the National inning
to watch the race, which was
Cardinal rough. His second went into a
sent
and
the
of
music
business
Two
there.
university
the
to
members
105-99-204 League West, have only next southpaw Steve Carlton down to
Miller, R.
part of dedication ceremonies Dr. Doran and Dr. Joe Morgan,
trap at the left of the green and
committee, and Wilburn brothers, Lester and
105-102-207 season to look forward to.
Wallis, G.
for the $25.5 million raceway. president of Austin Peay'disciplinary
his 16th defeat.
he blasted out 20 feet short.
and country music pr
Leslie
departmental
two
named
the
with
106-109-211
Biggs, J.
The track will open
Giants' Defense Sharp
Solo home runs by Ed Spiezia With a bogey five and the
University, Clarksville, Tenn., chairmen.
were
those
Wilson
among
Smiley
106-95-201 Gaylord became the third and Nate Colbert powered San possibility of losing his one-shot
California 500, a USAC event, and also an alumnus of Murray
Calwell, C.
Robert L. Hendon, associate participating. The others are
106 pitcher in the NL to win 16 Diego past Atlanta. Pat Dobson
Sept. 6.
State, during the ceremonies, professor of agriculture, was also associated with them in the Steele,E.
lead staring him in the face,
98-98-196 games this season as the Astros went the first eight innings for
Camp,F.
Mark Donohue, who finished held
University's
in the
the Louisville, Ky., golfer
music field.
country
faculty
new
the
as
in
sworn
98-97-195 could reach hirn for only Jim the Padres to gain credit for
Dempsey,H
second at Indianapolis this auditorium.
calmly drilled in the putt.
golfers brought
these
of
Most'
of
board
the
on
representative
Pete
100-89-189 Wynn's 19th homer. Perry's his eighth victory. Hank Aaron
Mullins, C.
year, and astronaut
The 529 degrees conferred, regents.
Nicklaus, Aaron and Cramptheir wives and children. Kitty
batterymate, catcher Russh slanimed his 33rd homer for ton each received $11,600 for
Conrad finished second in the combined with the 807 granted at- Named to the disciplinary Wells, who sings on TV with her
Shrine Consolation
Gibson, aided him by driving in the Braves.
the June commencement, brings committee were William B. husband, Shniley Wilson, was
their second place tie. The
celebrity race.
105-97-202 three runs with a double and
Summers,H. K.
payoff put Nicklaus at the top
In the event, the professiona' to a total of 1,336 the number Taylor, assistant professor of present for tfie dinner and dance
105-100-205 two singles and the Giants' FRENCH SKIPPER PICKS
Stanley, A.
of PGA money winners list for
drove three laps, the amateur awarded by Murray State, during physics; Joe N. Prince, dean of
The golf tournament, spon106 defense hafted Perry out of NEWPORT, R.I. (UPI) -1
this year with earnings of
three and the pro the final the academic year.
the School of Fine Arts; and sored by the Murray Shrine Guth
and
Eric $127,860.
trouble with four double plays. Louis Noverraz
Included in the summer class. Hughie Lawson, assistant has grown in the short spann of
three.
106-99-205 Joe Morgan's two-run homer in Taberly were tabbed as the two
were 311 candidates for professor of history-with all two years into the single largest Lee, J.
Beard. the tour's leading
110-102-212 the 10th gave Houston its candidates for captain of the
D
Fulford,
bachelor's degrees and 218 for the terms to expire June 30, 1e73.
year,
last
winner
money
event in the Rizpah Temple area
114-104-21 victory in the opener.
Overby,G
Yacht France, which will jumped into third place on the
master's.
Dr. Eberhard W. Schorrig was which covers Western Kentucky.
Elsewhere in the NI, Pit- compete again)' the Australian list behind I.ee Trevino, who
One student, Sharon Jeanette appointed as the new chairman of
Shriners from a wide area
117-125-242 tsburgh beat New York 8-3, Los Yacht Gretel II for the right to
graduated summa cum,the department of Germanic and arrended the event. A number of Perkins, J
Cathey,
the
not compete in
did
From The
130-121-251 Angeles beat Cincinnati twice, challenge the American entry
laude with a four year academic Slavic languages, and John W. the members of the Fort Camp- Beale,E
American Golf Classic. Beard
117-103- .1 7-3 and 13-3, Chicago and in the America's Cup.
average of 3.80 of a possible 4 Ferguson was named acting bell Shrine Club were present as Parks, B
now has won $119,446.
122-118-2 Philadelphia split with the Cu
points. An art major, she is the chairman of the department of well as members from other Blayney, J
winning the opener 4-1 and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. romance languages.
Temples from Nashville to
Guest ('onsolialon
By United Press International Cathey, Route 5, Murray.
Phils taking the nightcap, 6-1,
Louisville. Frank Camp, who
WASHINGTON -Sen. Phili
108-102-210 Montreal and St. Louis also
Three others graduated magma
replaced Jim McClintock in the Snackelfora, J
A. Hart, D-Mich., asking th cum laude with standings of 1.6 to
109-112-221 divided as the Expos won the
Nashville group, came all the Clopton, J.
Interstate Commerce Commi 3.79. They were: Virginia HanFarris,C.
113-114-n7 first
the
game 7-6 and
Carolina
from
to
way
North
sion to suspend all railroa cock, Benton; Janice Kay
McKinsey,D.
113-114-227 Cardinals took the second 4-0,
a
injured
participate. McClintock
mergers because of the curren Lancaster, Hopkinsville, and
113-125-239 and San Diego topped Atlanta,
finger in Nashville,- and was Kuykendall, M.
emergency in national transpor Wilma L. Williams, Calvert City.
119 4-2.
Garrison, Jr.
unable to play.
tation systems.
130 In the American League,
Jones,
R.
Sixteen others finished cum
NEW YOHK (UPIi-Stocks
Hopkinsville,
Doris James
-It is becoming clear tha laude with academic averages opened mixed in light trading
132-137-269 Washington and Cleveland split
was Kuykendall, H.
Rizpah
of
Temple
Potentant
there is an overall breakdo
with the Senators winning the
ranging from 3.30 to 3.59 for their today.
present for the two day affair, as
Send the flea circus packing.
in all major phases of o undergraduate college years. Shortly after %be ooening the
CLEVELAND (UPI) -Line- opener 7-3 and the Indians
Past
Fulford,
well
Dundee
as
Th These were:
Kill-Ko Flea Powder controls fleas,
system,
transportation
1)ow Jones industrial average Potentate from Madisonville backer Tim Buchanan was taking the nightcap, 6-3, New
decay and irrational stagnatio
lice and brown dog ticks on dogs
Nancy Irene Baker, Michael 91,30 selected blue chips was off William Toy of Henderson, released by the Cleveland York beat Baltimore 6-4 in 11
of transportation and communi Howard McDaniel, Sheila Bury 1.16 to 724.54.
innings in the first game and
and cats. Kill-Ko Roach Powder
tapped for the Potentate's Browns Friday
cations foretell blight, econom Potter, Janet Newman Ratliff, Of the 432 issues crossing the
the
won
second
Orioles
12-9
the
it "curtains" for La
makes
position in two years, was also
decay and social disaster."
in 11 innings, California down
177 for the two days
Marshall L. Shepherd, all of tape, 155 declined, 150 advan- there.
Cucaracha and other performers Murray; Martha S. Boyd, ced.
Don Robinson, Tournament Some representative of every Chicago twice 5-0 and 6-2,
ants, waterbugs, silverfish, spiders
TAI.1,APOOSA, Ga. --E. L. Cerulean; Michael S. Buchanan, In the electronics Control
Manager, directed the tour- Shrine Club in the Rizpah Temple Milwaukee tripped Kansas City
crickets. When it comes to
and
lammick, the mayor of Talla Harrodsburg; and Clemma Data fell 1,4 to 33, University
4-2, Boston topped Detroit 7-4,
nament with members of Ipe was pr,esent.
potato
Kill-Ko writes their
bugs,
poosa, Ga., which' is one of the Davis Dever, Providence.
Minnesoanwhipped
James
and
Oakland
2, Itek 42 to Murray Shrine Club and their Potentate Doris
/
Computing LI\ to 151
two
of
route
the
finale
on
towns
first
grand
Joseph A. Griggs, Lowes; 723/, Zenith 1.4 to 31 General wives working in the various nounced at the dance Saturday ta twice 3-0 and 6-3.
trains filled with nerve gas Jerry D. Inman, Hardin; Johnny Electric held unchanged at
were night that he was naming Don
they
positions
where
Pirates Moving Ahead
rockets bound for the bottom of L. Jackson, Wingo: Mary Jean 751
Robinson as the Golf Chairman
2.
/
needed
Willie Stargell continued his
the Atlantic Ocean, expressing Rogers, New Haven; Gene H. General motors dipped Lv to
for
steady
the
the
Temple
"With
built
Louis Slusmeyer, who has
hitting spree against his Mets
his faith in the Army's safety Sewell, Benton; Donna Bray 67N in the autos. Chrysler
more golf courses in the Western growth of the tournament in "cousins" with an RBI single
,
precautions.
and
Murray,
support
Tenn.;
,
more
Temple
Ripley,
Thompson,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
taked on, la to 20, and Ford rose Kentucky than - ariy other roan.
and, a towering homer. The
hl feel it's safe, or the' Belinda Watson, Farmington.
11 to 457,
was among the players, firing a will be forthconiing,' Jame, Pirates' victory moved them
eouldn't pull it through here."
said.

Roche Beats
Laver For
Championship

Parings Set
For Benton
Ladies Golf

Perry Brothers In Reach
Of Dean Boys Win Record

MSU Regents .

Beard Wins
American
Golf Classic

Dick Brown . .

Unser Teams
With Smothers

Optimistic . . .

Quotes
News

Today's Stock
Market

RoywHr,
Filar
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_
•
e
•
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Murray Camp 592 and Murray
Court 728 of the WOW will have
its family furnished but each lady
is requested to bring a salad,
slaw, cake or pie. The state
president will be the guest
speaker and musical entertainment will be by the
Gospel-Aires Quartet.

67 year-old Romeo

a bird to watch

MURRAY. KENTILLGICY

Mr., Mrs. Magness
Celebrate Golden
Anniversary Day

Monday, August le
The awards dinner for the
iwim Team at the Calloway
County Country Club has been
postponed until August 31.

-AbiT

—

MONDAY-AUGUST 10. 1970

PACE
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

gowtdeoa
,

Mr and Mrs. Jack Magness,
210 Willow Drive, Mayfield,
recently celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary.
They were married July 22,
1920, at Calvery Methodist
Church in Mayfield by Rev.
George W. Cobb, Methodist
Episcopal minister. Their only
attendants were Marie Vaughan
and W. K. Blalock.
Mr. Magness is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. John Magness
of the Farmington community
Mrs. Magness is the former Irene By JEANNE LESEM
Strader, daughter of the late Mr, UPI Food Editor
and Mrs. Irvan Strader of the
NEW YORK (UPI) - Home gardening is increasing, says a
Concord community in CallowaYbusinese and financial newspaper
here, which attributed the
County.
_growth to the tight money market and, correspondingly high
fortnal
celebratio
No
n was heleffood prices.
as Mrs. Magness is now a patient
Book • publishers apparently anticipated this growth. Three
in the Mayfield Hospital.
---gardening books, two of them with 250-300-recipes 'each, ire
among recent publications.
Jacqueline lieriteau's "The How to Grow and Cook It liook'
(Hawthorn) holds a slight practical edge over "The Home
Garden Cookbook" by Ken and Pat Kraft (Doubleday) because
its directions for freezing the surplus--a common problem with
enthusiastic gardeners-are quite explicit. The Heriteau book also
contains slightly more recipes, including such -imentive ones as
rhubarb mousse, carrot marmalade, pickled plums and cabbage

COOKING

Letter To The Editor
)ear Jo,

I've just learned from mother
that the Ledger used the stories
on the Steely's as written for the
Kentucky Post by Margaret
The
Mattie
Bells
Hays
Circle
of
about
DEAR ABBY: I cannot remain silent after reading
Paschke.
the First United Methodist
that 67-year-old man making a play for his 88-year
This was certainly a new exChurch WSCS will meet at the
sister-in-law. This man needs help all right. What he needs is
perience for me and you feel they
social hall of the church at 7:30
a woman who is ready, willing and able. I'd guess that his
are pretty hard up for news when
p.m.
wife is able, but she is neither ready nor willing. The fact
they run a series of three on the
that the object of his affections is an 88-year-old woman is
The C,ordelia Erwin Circle of
"goings-on" at our hourse. It was
perhaps unusual, but it sets no precedent.
the South Pleasant Grove United NEW LENGTH-Double
very nice of the Post to do the
And I'll tell you somethi. else, too. Eighty-eight-year old
Methodist Church WSCS is knit cotton interprets the newarticles--being Northern KenMamma may it be as dismayed by his attentions as is her
est look in fashion: the midi
scheduled to meet at seven p.m. dress with round scoop necktucky State College is in their
daughter. 1 was a good man at 67, and still lack a lot ci being
at
the
church.
line and the longer length
area-but for you all to cover the
dead at 79, and I resent your inferring that a 67-year-old man
sleeves. By Miss Ingenue, the
home area so well really has us
is a doddering old dodo.
dress copies in brown, navy,
grateful to you, Mr. Williams or
Your answer, "Speak to the man as you would to a
or burgundy.
Tuesday, August 11
whoever is responsible for
'naughty boy'," irked me.
The Maryleona Frost Circle of
rerunning
the articles in your
Dear Abbyslust wait until you are 67 and see if you wrant
he First United Methodist
paper.
some patronizing person talking to you as if you are a
urch WSCS will meet at the
Needless to say, it pleases us
10-year-old "naughty girl." Very truly yours,
me of Mrs. A. M. Thomas, 803
beyond
expression to share our
-Wa Circle, at 9:30 a.m. Mrs
STILL ALIVE AT 79
new job with our home people and
B. Cooper will be cohostess
_ .
DEAR ALIVE: Thanks for writing.
aware that
Relatives honored D. 0.(Boss)
The third--"The Food-Lswer's Garden" by Anselo M. Pellegrini want you to know that we apOapiti doesal work with a calendar. ipd I Inisir that
Washburn with a surprise din- (Knopf) is a paean to gardening but has only a few recipes, ands predate it so very much.
The Mur•
ner on Sunday, July 26, at Ken- its directions are better suited to experienced gardeners than
47-year-old man lei. annual. can live S lively interest in
I thought probably you had a
Quota Club will
meet at 12 on at the Holiday
tucky VW:Age. At noontime 1 beginners.
romance. But when a soon that age tries to take improper
hand in the stories being usedInn.
tans:Mai Seal was spread at
A wide range of subjects is covered by cilier recent-cookliberties with his SS-yeartaldiner-la-law, I say, he is neither
the picnic area.
books. Briefireviews follow:
.
healthy our normal, and ail bird seeds help-and watching!
n
beiwnsgpaper
a gSo
nnicjietyfrieE7ilitorof has
_._
a
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. BIM, Jr., Out-of
-county relatives sign"Chocolate Kicks and Other Recipes for the Chocolate many advantages. Anyway it
The Alice Waters Circle of the of Benton, Route 5, announce
ing tlie register were:
Addict" by Edna McHugh (Price/Stem/Slorn) is 'a paprehaek WIlis so good to see you in the bank
DEAR ABBY: I am a hairdresser in one of the better
First United Methodist Church the engagement and approachMr. and Mrrjl.
ita Warren Phil- collection of deserts and beverages, many ofavhich use awesome one day while I was home. I still
In
shops in town. The tips here run a dollar for a shampoo and
marriage of their daughter lips, Philaciel
WSCS will meet at the home of
; Mr.and Mrs. amounts of chocolate or : cocoa to supeila advantage. One - miss all you in the Beginner
Diana Lynne, to Dan K. Taylor,
Dept.
set, so you know our clientele isn't exactly cheap.
Ashcraft,
.
G.
10S North son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Oscar Mathis, t. Louis; Mr. contains a total of 2 pounds of aerni-swiet 'chocolate in a at Sunday School and look for-We have a money-hungry operator here I'll call "Susie"
and
Mrs.
Henry
mousse-fil
Leonard,
Paled
cake.dessi
designed
rt
8-t0erso
tc_serve
ns.
litkEtreet,_ at _9:30 a.m.
._ .ward to seeing you when.I.am inTaylor, of Benton, Route 4. climb;
as-talks her customers into "conditioners," treatments and
Mrs.Aline Grainger, Pita-ta--,T.:.-1._::-........
............ .._....-..
_ ._ . 7:77,..7.77;777=.:777;.=
Miss Baith Is a 1970 gradu- ducah; Mrs.
'Murray
whether they need.*a saL She brags that she sells
"Ail
Manner
of
Food"
Suzie
by.Miehae
Bryant, Par
Field
(Knopf)
is,
at
Murray
Star
Chapter
No.
433 ate of South Marshall High chicah;
1/3.95,• Fi_
xpress our appreciation to the
her customers haircuts, tins a perm, followed by another
Betty Draffen Scott,- a'book to appeal to collectors anal cooks who need minutely_
iof the Eastern Star will School. Mr. Taylor is a 1961 -Mu
kturr ra
—1liaircut (cutting all IW1111111Wfonowed by another perm,
rayy;. Cathy Scott Thompson, -deliOeer directions. Included are simple nscipes such as broiled Is:
:
TI
P
sr. people at the Ledger and
t at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 graduate of South Marshall and
marinates chuck steak and more complicated ones that are the
and so on. She
Wiry Web
the book to rim up the
is now stationed at the Naval Air
Relatives of Marshall County author's versions of foreign specjalties.
customer's bill. Sbe makes tbe rest of us look like a bunch of
Station in Albany, Georgia.
signing the register were: Mr.
The Sunset Oriental Cook 'Book by the editors .of Sunset Sincerely,
pikers
The bauble-ring ceremony is and Mrs.
Groups of the First Baptist
Thomas Line John- Books and Sunset Magazine (Lane) covers Chinese, Japanese and Iosetta Steely
Now Susie has a new one. She has a piggy bank in her
urch WMS will meet as planned for September 27 at 2:00 ston; Mr.and
Leonard Mil- Korean cookery in the usual methodical and explanatory style of
booth with a sign over it, "SEND SUSIE TO JAMAICA." We
°Bows: I with Mrs. J. H. p. m. at Union Ridge United Me- ler; Mr. and Mrs. Dan Draffen; this publisher. Photo illustrations of unfamiliar
ingredients and
think this is pretty crummy. What do you think?
thodist
Church
near Aurora. Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Drat. cooking methods are especially
urrnan at 9:30 a.m., II with
valuable.
THE OTHER OPERATORS
s. Lottie Jones at ten a.m., III The Rev. William Baldwin will fen; Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Ross;
"Come for Cocktails, Stay for Supper" by Marian Burros and
th Mrs. T. W. Crawford at two perform the ceremony. A re- Mrs. Sharon Ross Henson; Mrs. Lois Levine (Macmillan) offers well-planned menus for fork only
DEAR OPERATORS: I thiaa all you operators might to
.m., and IV with Mrs. R. M. ception will follow in the church Linda Ross York; Mrs. Helen or fork-and-knife meals, plus recipes c
d „tp
boy Susie the ticket! [One way.]
how far
tase me at.
Clark and Honoree, D.O.Wash. ahead each may be prepared.
wes at 2:30 p.m.
burn.
"Carefree Cooking' by Jacquelyn Ret
(Hearthside) is for
DEAR ABBY: How important are table manners? I am
Children present were: Dieti two-home families. The author sensibly
a a lot of canned and
Hayde
married to a very fine young man who is kind and
n
Perry
Henson,
prepared
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12
ingredients to keep life in her summer weekend cottage
Deanna York, Keith
considerate, and I really do love him, but Abby, his table
York, Mike Draffen, Amy Phil- as work-free as possible.
The Wesleyan Circle of the
manners are unbelievable' We've been married only 4
lips, Nancy Phillips, Tammy
"The Pregnant Cook's Book.
First United Methodist Church Engagement
' IL, Carolyn Lane and Pamela
months, and I admit I noticed this before we were married,
Miller, Michelle, Paul and Ste- Zapata (Yi)ting) contains sound advice for achieving a wellwill meet at the home of Mrs.
balanced 'Act, plus generally imafonative recipes that often
but I thought I could change him later
Fred Schultz, 802 Olive Street, at Mrs. LaVerne Hayden of Oaks pharde Tlx:impson.
Write for our free vinegar
All present enjoyed a lovely manage to cut calories without sacrificing nutrition or flavor.
Road, Paducah, announces the
He _eats lust like an animal He piles so much food cc his
booklet, "It's So Nice to
7:30 p.m
fellowship
engagement and approaching
and wished for the
plate that it slops over !he edges, and soon it's all over the
Have Speas Vinegar Around
"l'he Viennese Pastry Cookbook" by Lilly Joss Reich (Macmarriage of her daughter, An- honoree health and happiness, millan)
the House". Full of tips for
tablecloth. He fills his mouth full, chews with his mouth half
and
"Decorati
ng
Cakes
and
Party
Foods
Baking
Too! "
using vinegar in helpful
open, and be eats like someone is going to take the food away
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order drea Lue, to Roger William with the meeting ajourning a- (cq) by Louise Spencer (Ilearthside) are for
serious bakers who
ways. For example, tenderfrom him. He doesn't use a napkin. He wipes his mouth with
of the Rainbow for Girls will have Perry, son of Mr. and Mrs. round 3:30 p. m.
don't mind spending hours in the kitchen. Color photos in (be
izing meat, deep frying,
his bread.
a practice at the Masonic Hall at William H. Perry of Benton.
Viennese book are helpful, but the other book badly nerds
cleaning your clogged steam
Hayden
Miss
is
a
graduate
Naturally, I don't invite anyone for dinner. Is there a
5:30 p.m.
illustrations to clarify complicated decorating instructions.
iron. Excitirjg recipes for
of Reidland High School and is
book that tells bow to eat properly? I hate to nag him, and
The',Livtiest "Soul Food Cook Book"(Bobbe-Merrill) is by Bob
unusual pickles, too! Write:
junior at Murray State Univera
little hints like, "Please slow up, Honey," or, "Please clime
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the
Speas, 2400 Nicholson Ave.,
.1 e frieS, 4professional chef. In general, he chose recipes of' wide
sity, majoring in English and
Kansas City, Mo. 64120.
appeal, such as chicken 'fricassee with corn fritters, crackling
your mouth when you chew, Darling," don't seem to get thru
First United Methodist Church elementar
y education. She is a
bread and swot potato cmuffins. But he also included a recipe
to him. Except for this one fault, he's a wonderful guy
WSCS will,meet at the -home of member of the Southern Belle's
'for homemadrchitterlinap.
Mrs 'lick Sykes at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. and will be intiated into the
FRAZZLED NERVES
Both Arab and Israeli cookery are among the cuisines in the
Harold Douglass will be the Kappa Delta social sorority in
VINEGAR
DEAR FRAMED: There are books to teach one width
'Middle East volume of Time-Life Foods of the World series. A
cohostess.
Apple Cider
Miss
Hayden
fall.
the
the
is
fork to use, but your billowed needs mere tkaa that. With
beautiful
'book,
but
many of the recipes require so much time
01,0I led
all
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the hive and kindness you can muster, gPre him a palatable
and effort to prepare that their appeal may be limited.
The regular ladies day golf will Andy Edwards of the Oaks Road.
eating lesson, and teach him everything he needs
be held at the Oaks Country Club Mr. Perry is a graduate of
to know.
And if he's as "wonderful" as you say be is. he'll
thank you
with tee off time at nine a.m. South Marshall High School. He
for It.
Pairings will be made at the tee. attended Lambuth College in
Beverly Spann, phone 753-6223, Jackson, Tenn., and is a senior
CONFIDENTIAL TO C. J. P urge him to put
his
at Murray State University, mawill be the golf hostess.
affairs la order. He may live.
joring in pre-law. He is a member of Woolsack Law Club and
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yes
get it on
The ladies day luncheon will be Kappa Alpha Order social fraNEW YORK (UPI) - The
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MIN, Los
Angeles, Cal
served at the Calloway Count} ternity. M.:. Perry is the grandmidnight dash to the maternity
Noe. For a persoaal reply eaeisse stamped,
addressed
Country Club at noon. Hostesses son of Mrs. Genella Lawrence
suite may be on its way out,
envelope.
are Mesdames Virgil Harris, Te( of Hardin, and Mr. and Mrs.
replaced by the nine to five
birth by appointment, :acBillington, Ronald Churchill Hal Perry of Benton.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's
The wedding will be solemcording to a report in Medical
Vernon Cohoon, Maurice Crass
booklet.
How to Write Letters for All Occasions,"
nized Aug, 28 at 7:30 p. m. in
send $I is Jr., Bill Furgerson, Don
Iliorld News.
Keller Symsonia
Abby, Box NM. Las Angeles, CaL NM.
United Methodist
The reason: induced labor
Joe B. Littleton, Keys
Moody, J. Church with
with the hormone, oxytocin,
the Rev. Paul Mc1). Rayburn, Ruist Scott,
Jr.., Adoo and the Rev. Orville Easis receiving rapidly increased
Dennis H. Taylor, Beck
Wilson, ley officiating.
support by obstetricians and
and
Wyatt.
No formal invitations are be- BUCCANEER-In fashion on their patients in hospitals
ing sent. All friends arid rel- the West Coast is the "easy throughout the country. Such
Thursday, August 1.3
atives of the couple are in- suit' of comfortable woven new scheduling has advantages
cotton. This one features a tieThe Cumberland Presbyteri
an vited to attend both The wedding belted tunic and flared pants for hospitals, doctors and
Women of the North Pleasant and reception.
in shades of plum, blue, and mothers-ksbe. It soon will
Grove Church will meet at
brown. It's worn with a pale cover alrbirths at the Barnes
the
home of Mrs. Merritt Lawson at
blue buccaneer skirt. By Ninth Hospital in St. Louis,
Street East of California.
7:30 p.m.
Nutritious
Foe a nutritious
breakfast
Saturday, August 15
or brunch, serve bacon
-peanut
The Molokai Luau will beheld corn meal cakes.
Sift together
at the Calloway County Country I cup of enriched
corn meal.
Club beginning with a social hour 1/2 cup of sifted
all-purpose
around the pool from 6:30 to 7:30. flour, I tablespoon of
sugar. I
Dinner will be catered by teaspoon each of salt and
bakCountry Kitchen at 7:30. Paul ing powder into a bowl. Add
I
beaten
egg and I cup of
Gallirnore will play for dancing
milk:
from 9 to I. For reservations call mix well. Add 1/2 cup eaq
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Doss at 753-1361 chopped peanuts and l'nuti Wel
or 753-5233; Mrs. Donal0 E. Jones COOked bacon. For each cake
at 753-6134; or Mrs. Pete Waldrop pour about 1/2 cup of hatter
at 753-9398 before Thursday, onto..hot, lightly greased gridRegular Sanitone cleaning
dle. Bake about 4
August 13
each Side. Serve minutes on
keeps your blankets in "like with
blended CVsynip or apple
new" condition. They stay fresh
hinter
Spicy
Makes 0 cakes.
longer, and they give you the
Make your own version of
comfort you deserve.
the traditional French measittn.ing blend called ipiatre-epices
Fice saridnii he, 111,s
or four spices. Measure :I table.
kir a hit with- children.
T4144114 of ground white
1:4111
pepper. lone one (4- 1/2
-mini r),a,,
1 tablespoons of ground i•loxe.
sTVLISH K NIT-PICKING -and 3 teasiiiiiirks cal Ii of griiiind deviled Ii am with a peeled. gra
k rut
ton pros ides
(W4.1481allianiihIP waVS (44 keep yittit knits shoat you
nutmeg arid grinind ginger airs Led carrot, chopped unsalted'
comforts
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS .
14% this fall Ideal
classroom or office wear Is the long
. . pr
a small jar with 4.141a-fitting licartiiiis and
.lee•eil dirndl dress
,e.aid
Nigh hugging shirt too and wide side
4iwell:r
Itre4141 T4 0111141,
WHAT
lid.
;hake
TRAFFIC/--5 CONVENIENT
to lifend well. I se it 'lake
411iditig in the rear seat of an ofd
Nibs that tie in hack At right. a che% r -patterned pentium
face. with whole peanutLOCATIONS
fashioned SLI11114 op the way to their wedding ..ecepin stews. wine ild raisin sauce
%id, long titled -runic
And then' pant. with fly front
fiw
e%
es
and
noses.
lomat',
Rothfileio
itxtis
Ai
.
Was
rE
1144.Mr
Mis.ltoher
l'omment
.
and
Roj,:ersis...
t.-E.
.•
Murray
at.
'4...ligiuk4,44113
,
811.
4
lee.49 YEARS
,a meats.
SfRY1NG--MURRAr
ereating.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Baith And Taylor
Announce
Engagement

Surprise Diner At
Ky. Village Honoring
(Boss) Washburn
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Speas
Vinegar
is giving
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REAL !STAIR FOR SALM
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Bugs, ants and spiders aren't fussy.
They'lLinvade dean homes...any
home-any time!

How to,'avoid
the high cost of
termites
The best and most'economical time to stop
termites is before the house is built: Pretreatment during construction with modern
Chemicals-by a professional Pest Control.

HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 20 YEARS

icier
led

BABY desoented pet skunk,
2 BEDROOM B. V., living, dinonly $27.50. Phone 753-9948.
ing room, 1-acre lot Near LoCOOKS, Dish Machine OperaalOc 1962 VALIANT 6 cylinder autocust Grove on blacktop.
ef1954 V-8 Pi ton
Male $50
2 BEDROOM frame, 1 bath, tors: Above must be neat,
refer- 18 PIGS, eight and nine weeks Ford truck $100. Two wheel
built-in range and hood. Large ficient and have good
alOc trailer $25 and one $35. 1 pony
et:captor" old. Phone 753-7238.
utility, 2 acres of land. In Alnso ences. Steady full time
meet, good working conditions. SIAMESE cats, priced reason- $25 A good used lawn mower.
nurse 4 speed
440 magnum engine
Heights.
Trainee:
allp
Chrome wheels
Wide ovals
2 BEDROOM B. V., I bath, din- Restaurant Manager
oleo Phone 492-8603.
ably. Phone 753-1348.
Tinted glass
Power steering
ing room, living room, garage Young man, not afraid of work,
carrids
only
not
Lustre
BLUE
manager. 10x50, 1967 MOBILE home, air
and breesaway, carpeted, 90's to train iss restaurant
Peat fraction rear end
Power cusc brakes
If you are reliable, honest, de- conditioned, two bedroom, good pets of soil but leaves pile soft
160' lot. On Poplar Street
Head rest
Light package
and lofty. Rent electric sham
start
to
willing
and
pendable
after
753-5271
condition.
Phone
3 BEDROOM B. V., 2% baths,
De/uxe seat belts
Heavy duty alt.
pooer $1. Western Auto, home
wondera
is
this
bottom,
the
at
p.m.
alOc
530
large utility, two oar garage
Left outside mirror
Console
of "The Wishing Well". al2c
calls.
and also a carport, large living ful oportunity. No phone
Rear de logger
Right outside mirror
WASHER, dryer, refrigerator,
Colonial
to
person
in
Apply
room, drop-in stove, good air
Gas cap lock
Astroplaonic radio
alSe rollaway bed, high chair and REGISTERED Angus bull. See
conditioner unit in wall, on House Smorgasbord.
Hoods MTS TS
Rear seat speaker
other miscellaneous items. Fred Patton on the Penny Road
100'x200' lot. Located near
Sports type steer
Tackometer
alOc
Phone 753-6275.
489-3851.
al2p
call
or
Kirksey.
(SMILING woman) under 60.
baths,
Sold
for '4.352
3 BEDROOM B. V., 1%
Pay yourself every hour. Three
built-in range and hood, central hours per day will give you
METERS and poles for house
heat and air, 80's150' lot, car- $9.50. More hours, more mon
See It At . . .
trailer, $4500. Phone 4374711
port. 1627 Catalina.
ey. For interview appointment ONE 40" attic fan, belt driven,
al2c
size
apartment
new
motor.
One
3 BEDROOM B. V., 114 baths, call 753-8970 between 2:00 and
al2c refrigerator, like new. One GE
built-in range and hood, garb- 4:00 p.m.
apartment- Sittnge. Bilbrey's SAM `don't forget to pick up
810 Sycamore St
Open Til 8:00
age disposal, dishwasher, large
closets, carport, carpeted TRUCK drivers (experience not Car & Home Supply, 210 East the shampooer and Blue Lustre
Main.
alOc at Big K.
al&
throughout, 110'3E185' lot. U08
necessary). You can earn two
Kirk wood.
to three hundred dollars per 'TOY POODLES, one black oth3 BEDROOM B. V., 114 baths, week after short training,
er apricot. Also older dog.
,er
SERVICES OFFERED
powder room, sunken family local and over-the-road hauling. 503 Olive. Phone 753-1246.
room and kitchen, 2-car garage.. Write: Nationwide Semi Divi
alOc
On Belmont
sion, 171 New Circle Rd., N.E.,
3 BEDROOM B. V., large living Lexington, Ky. 40505, or call,6 YEAR OLD saddle mare.
be- SHOE SALE - Mrs. Sam Perry
'sorRestazn:
Rudya.
:m
room, dining room, utility, car..:252-3:8412r_tPhonee 6m
port 100 N. 17th Street
Shoe Sales, located-M-typrt4and ask for 13eitadi.-IIIEDRPON H. V.,
ville, 'next door to Coln LaunHying room, carport. 1302 Rebor
dry and Beauty Salon. Open
Monday through Saturday eseh 17-F00T Sea Star runabout, 66
_Street.
*-YARMS
week. Have new addition to h.p. motor, Chrysler "Little
20' ACRES on the Johnny Robstore and lots of new shoes. Dude". Trailer fully equipped,
ertson Road, 2/3 wooded.
Children's, men's and women's. Including skis, tape player, life
22 ACRES, with 2 bedroom
Also have women's and men's jackets, all Coast Guard equipFREE ESTIMATE
house 2 tobacco barns, 1 stock
cowboy boots. All ladies shoes ment. Contact C. W. Davis, Box
are
These
barn, double chicken house.
Leach's Music 8 TV
$6.95
priced under
148, Hardin, Ky., or call 437Near Hazel.
all famous name brand shoes. 3611 after 4:00 p.m.
allc
Center
Dixieland
Shopping
In
2
V,
B.
A-13-C
51 ACRES, 3 bedroom
baths. 2 miles N.W. of Murray.
10 ACRES. 2 miles N.W. of
Murray.
64 ACRES vrith 2 houses on S.
641. Income property Duplex,
AIRLINE STWARDESSES ARE
()E NAPA GREAT LUNCH I
HERE I Am
3 bedroom B. V., 2 kitchens, 3
NOT INTEREsTED IN 50MEO4E
ENTERTAINED THEM WITH STORIES 0F
living rooms. On 121 West.
RETLIRNiN6 FROM
WHO FLIES L./PS(2E DOWN
WE ALSO have lake lots and
WX_DIJAR I EXPERIENCES...
HAVING HAD LUPIj.I
vacant lots.
WITH THREE Ailk NE
WILSON INSURANCE and
STEW ARDES5E5
REAL ESTATE
Tel. No. 753-3263
202 S. 4th Street

- Now Just '2,495

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

Murray, Ky.
100 South 13th Street
Phone 753-$14, Day or Night

AS

SPECIAL!!
1968 DODGE CHARGER R.T.

New

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

ndere.
team
for
rite:
Ave.,
O.

TWO German Shepherds, five
months old, male and female
Reason for selling, leaving
town. 416 North 8th Street or
allc
phone 753-7503.

AUTOS FOR SALO

Red - Black Interior - Black Vinyl Top
Like New - 34,000 Miles
Loaded with Extras

When you buy or build a new borne-don't
overlook chemical termite control. A new
house is a sitting duck for termites. Insist
on professional KELLY'S Pre-treatment to
protect your home-and your investment.

gar
to
round
S for

AUTOS FOR VALE

HELP WANTED
1963 VOLKSWAGEN engine
and transmission. Accept best
offer. Phone 753-4753 and ask
for Jim.
alOc

in mother
the stones
for the
Margaret
a new exu feel they
news when
ee on the
It was
to do the
ern Kenin their
• cover the
y has us
or
sible for
in your
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INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Cash or Good Trade-In for Your
Old Piano at Your Complete Music Center!

7 5 3-4 1 99

by Charles M. Schulz

•

LOST
BOSTON rockers, gun cabinets,
deslui, cupboards, boot cases,
consoles, beds, chests, record
cabinets. See this unfinished
furniture in Oak, Hardwood
and Pine at Sherwin-Williams
Co., Southside Shopping CentalOc
er.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 3823668
Farmington, Reatmob.
Mg.-21-C

FOUND

HOSPTTAL BEDS for rent. Call LOST, red white faced cow.
TriC Call Luther Suggs, 435-4886
753-1272, or 753-3885.
alOp
SLEEPING ROOM for man.
near college. Phone 753-6191 LOST: Small white and black
days or 753-7358 after 5:00 p.m. spotted Toy Fox Terrier in the
allix vicinity of Irvan and Vine
Street Answers ,to name of
ONE BEDROOM furnished a- Frisky. Very friendly. Reward.
partment, air conditioned, lo- Phone 753-7802.
alOc
cated next to White Hall, adjoining university campus. $85.00 per month. Couples only
ne 753-3805.
LOGS AND standing Umber.
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex, For Sale: Lumber, slabs, and
unfurnished, carpeted, dish- sawdust. Murray Saw Mill and
washer-disposal, $110. Call 753- Lumber Co Phone 753-4147.
alOc
TFC-C
9502.

GOSPEL MEETING, Hazel
Church Of Christ, August 17-21,
preaching by Lexie Ray. Sem
- ices 7:46 p.m. Welcome to all.
al4p

FURNISHED apartments for
the period August 8 through
31. Rent by the week if desired. Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th Street. Phone 753
alOc
8600.

THE LARGEST selection of
carpets in this area is available
at Sherwin-Williams Co. We
have carpets to fit any budget,
colors and styles to compliment your decorating 'chaste.
Our interior decorator will be
happy to assist you in your
selection, free of charge. All
carpets and installation guaranteed. Sherwin-Williams Co.,
Southside Shopping Center. ltc

TWO BEDROOM 8' wide trailer, located 7 miles out at Coldwater, $50.00 month. Phone
alOc
489-3623.

BELTONE factory fresh bearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids Wallis Drugs
bite

TWO bedroom modern house,
located on Panorama Shores.
For informatem phone 436elle
2211 or 436-2266

1940 FORD pickup with 283
Chevy motor Excellent mechan
ioally and near perfect body.
Also Honda 305 Super-Hawk in
excellent condition. Phone 7534868 days, 7534485 after 5 p.m.
aenc

FURNISHED cottage on Kentucky Lake, available until May
1, 1971. Phone 436-6679. alOc

SERVICES OFFERED
CARPENTRY: new or remodeling For free estimates call
Hawley Bucy 402-8120.
A-11-C

PROFESSIONAL Painting. le
tenor and exterior Reference.
GOOD 1955 Chevrolet it ton Free estimates. Phone 753-3486.
Aug -17-C
pick-up. See at 1609 Hunilton
inc
COMPLETE MOCLE HOME REPAIR sffeyucs Bills Mobile
Home Repairs all makes and
models. Call day or night. Cal-,
vest City 3951553 Long distance call collect. Fast efficient service at reasonable cost.
TEC
FOR ALL your home alterations. repair* remodeling, etc.,
new or old Free estimates. Call
s2nc
"
753-6123
FOR RENT OE SALE

4-4 miles
from Murray. Call 753-7556 or
attic
1753-8231.

Centzal
Paving Co.

/

//// /

ONICDP

NOTICE

•
AND
SUDDENLY
YOU'RE IN
BUSINESS
MAKING
GOOD MONEY

by R. Van Buren

(Recession Proof)
• Were proud to talk about
our business. It's fascinating.
Dynamic. Appeals to the
small investor. No experience
necessary. With very lath
money he or she can achieve
financial satisfaction-quickly in...moderately. It's yours
to decide.
Ours is a vending machine prirgrant The best
‘Ve establish route locations.
Provide finest line of lithlitk
te111%. We train, counsel
guide, hold your band until
you'll: firmly entrenched. No
experieuve necessary. NO
honesty, integrity, willingto listen, work and give good service,
YOH MIA a car and at least
•
st
$0011 for
meta silkily for.eimiputent
sin I 111A ciatory. N11 ht, or
estra of any kind required.
lik• ambitious arid within( to

TeiG MAKEOPIL ADD
30 YEARS TER YER LOOKS
SPRAYING THE PRESIDENT. NE (
INSIDE CHUCKLE 4
VICE-PRESIDENT ANO THE ATTORNEY
YER )0JAG5TER5,JuST
GENERAL WITH WATER FROM THE
LIKE ME
FOUNTAIN OF )4::XITH, 847HLE55
GROGGINS HAS MADE KIDS OF
THEM AGAIN

BUT

NOW YER CAN DO YER
OWN THIN* omiLs7 LOOKIN'
LIKE THE PUBLIC EXPECTS
YER T' LOOK

rogreltg

5 P.1 1 141.

Vigorous 4dallion phis recession proof business. Cash
sales. No credit risks. Works
for you day and night-even
while pm sleep. Quick turnover. Originalinvestment(an
be returned in short time.
Requires only 6 to 8 hours
pet week of serious attention. Like getting retirement
pay, annuity or ritseasiononly betted
If you're serious, sincere,
let's talk. Letter preferred,
giving name, address, phone
number, and sufficient references to verify. Write to:
••
1195 Irompire rHirol, Der 1.9
Tr%av 7.1:47. I

y.
ip

WE'LL BE THE
MASTER PLANN ER5
IN A GIANT TAKEOVER. OF THE
GOVERNMENT
BY KIPS!!

LOVE'LL. &VE_
TH'POWER

STOP!!- NOBODY'S
NOSE NEVA/4 HAD
POWER sNUFF TO
MAKE IT TO TH'
SKONK WORKS

Fr

rr

THAR'S LOTS 0'
(
ME
POWER IN LOVE\\ BUT NOT,SAD,10,

SAY, AS U0-4 AS‘
IN SPOON/CS!!

SO 31T REACN
TO KETCH
HER,CH LEWHEN SHE
COMES
A -TUMBLIN'
DOWN!!
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

1-6 SUNDAY
9-9 MON. • SAT.

753-8304

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
S1.09 Value

2.98
Value

The Going Group
13-oz. HAIR SPRAY

53.49 Value

The Wet Look

The Sporting Thing

School Ensemble

School Ensemble

School Ensemble
Hytone 3 Ring Notebook
2x8"
/
Spiral Notebook 101
Spiral Notebook 4"x6"

OUR PRICE

ITEM

sl;° 25 PENCIL PAK 681

59'
VALUE

ie
The Board a
feel that this
tremely fortun
highly qualifi
employed to t
this cornmuni
all staff co
provement by
professional
AlleridIng s
envely part

THEME BOOK

Hats off to Ho
placing the
barriers along
on Fourth Str
along this are
lot now do not
sidewalk.

Velteen - Charm
Misty - Gray Eve

OUR PRICE

ITEM

VALUE
49'

United P

It's later tha
Golden Rod is

The Largest Selection Of School
Su.. lies at Low Discount Prices!!
_VALUE

Callo

Hytone 3 ring Notebook
2x8"
/
—270trat-Notebooks 101
1 Spiral Notebook 4x6"

Hytone- 3 R ing Notebook
2x8"
/
2 Spiral Notebooks 101

Pàñty Hose
Petite - Medium Tall Extra Tall

In M

The
Mur
Education ha
professional
the school calschool year, a
Schultz, Super

by CLAIROL
2.59
Value

Sour

Stud
City
LOVING
CARE

JUST
WONDERFUL

=

••••••• am a g•M

361

We have som
Park roces
Shrine golf tou

11.0021 PENCIL PAK 681 98ZANVAS BINDER
Bruifi Rollers

181

WHITE PASTE

29'

35

ASSORTED SIZES

sLooELMER'S GLUE 661

39'

PAPERMATE PEN 661 39TENCIL TABLET
PORTFOLIO

36C

25'

68'

Real pleasure
with folks lik
Leslie Wilbur
and their asso

SCISSORS 26'
-\
SCISSORS 28'

98'

49'

An influx of ni
end, into Mur
wide area.

They seemed t
themselves a
complirnentar
here in Murra
from Nashvil
the country
arrangers, m
some capaciti
are not famili
They Indira
even a larger
the tournamen

281

INDEX CARDS

Petentaat Dor
over at our ho
and Past Po

18'

(Continued o

Nylon Rugs
Panty Hose
One Size Fits All

1

.o
o

'

- IP

. VA

300

Spice - Opaque
Aloha - Taupe

0

N
o

•

typing D.P'"

FILLER
PAPER
83`

.
typing
paper
.
4

FOR KINDERGARTEN
'1.98 VALUE

•44

VALUE
'
0"Ping P.P°

MUNI Parill

Z

300 Sheets

TYPING
PAPER

494 VALUE
l;

.1

Fine Quality - By Westab

38' .-

24" x 40',Size

Fine Quality - By Westab

Ito

BIC TRIO
Horn. Permanents

IPS

3 Bic Pens - Blue or Black ink

TOOTHPASTE
Dig

87' VALUE

Gentle
Regular
Super

.1.

SARik
PRICE

Crayola
Crayons

48,,c
Plastic Box of 48

1.0
/If

in
011
lie

1.05
VALUE

/IR

fie

6.75 ounce

.

Deadline F
Luau Reserv
Thursday, A
Members o
County Countr
like to attend
on Saturday ni
asked to ma
before Thursda
These reser
made by calling
Doss at 753-1
Mrs. Donald E.
or Mrs. Pete W
A social hou
will begin the
from 6:30 to 7:.
by Country
served at 7:30
Byron Gann°
from 9 to I a.
The luau is
but out-of-town
ned. Dress m
shirts, murnu
skirts or regul
The planni
headed by Dr. a
includes Dr. an
Jones, Mr. a
Flood, Mr an
Humphrey, Mr
Montgomery a
Sal Matarazzo
• Decotaiions a
and executed bs
B. Crass.chair
San) Bell. Dr
Roberts.

